
The U13’s ninth and final Sussex league game of the season was played on Sunday 9th April 
in the picturesque Kent town of Edenbridge. The welcoming hosts play their rugby in the 
Sussex league as Kent does not have an age grade rugby structure. 
 
In temperatures more akin to St Ouen’s beach in the height of summer the Jersey boys 
carried on from where they left off in last week’s winning home encounter with Heathfield 
and Waldron. 
 
Having worked hard on defence, line speed and ruck clearance over the past few weeks the 
Jersey boys announced their intention right from the start with quick hands and immediate 
try scoring opportunities and it wasn’t long before hat trick hero Jordan Black crossed over 
for a trade mark run in from the halfway line. 
 
The Jersey boys piled on the pressure with fly half and playmaker George Daniels controlling 
the back line ably assisted throughout the game with the ever impressive Cole Graham in 
the centre. Quick hands again released winger Black to double the try count and send the 
small but vocal travelling support into raptures of delight. 
 
With the ball being played beautifully through the backs, the forwards played out of their 
skins to make sure all the rucks were cleared out quickly so nippy scrum half James Cannard 
could get the ball away. Mac Galvin was at the heart of the forwards domination and time 
and time again came out with the Edenbridge rucks with turnover ball. One such turnover 
resulted in another Black try when the imposing Nº 8 Josh Stockwell gratefully received 
Galvin’s turn over ball only to throw an outrageous dummy to the Edenbridge backline and 
then pop it to Black to put Jersey three scores up. 
 
The Edenbridge boys are not a big side but they are really fast and quick to the breakdown 
and made Jersey pay when a wayward kick went into the hands of the full back who 
promptly shipped it to the winger who raced over in a flash. 
 
In previous games Jersey’s heads would have dropped and the game may have slipped away 
but at this stage of the season the boys are more of a well rounded and experienced team. 
From the restart Charlie Courtness claimed the ball and wouldn’t let go of it until he was 
within sight of the line when he popped a delightful pass to dancing winger Anushan Elanco 
to score the reds fourth try.  
 
The coaches took advantage of a water break because of the heat to make some changes. 
With a host of seasoned campaigners ready to come on PJ Dodge was given a well deserved 
break after playing 15 minutes flat out of text book rucking. Joining him on the sideline was 
centre Brandon Guillemot who tackled everything in sight and did not let a single 
Edenbridge player get past him. 
 
Just when Edenbridge thought they were back in the game they came face to face with man 
of the match Olly Pearce. Olly was playing his first Sussex league and made a great 
impression especially with the Edenbridge tacklers. His rampaging runs made gaping holes 
in the defence and a grateful James Cushing stormed his way over for an half time lead of 
five tries to one. 



 
The heat had an effect on both sides and the second half was not as open as the first. A 
more attritional game saw Edenbridge pound the Jersey line only for the reds forwards to 
time and time again come away with turnover ball. At the centre of the turnovers were 
second row duo Jack Burns and captain Mac Galvin. 
 
When Edenbridge resorted to the kicking game, full back Noah Carey caught everything and 
then ran back at the Edenbridge line. The Edenbridge pressure finally told when they scored 
two tries but these were sandwiched by a glorious length of the field try involving most of 
the Jersey side. Replacement Seb Moffett picked up the ball from his own half and then it 
went through backs and forwards until Oscar Robinson darted over for a well deserved try in 
the corner with inches to spare. 
 
Jersey had a number of chances to add to the score but their defensive work and the heat 
meant that they were not able to replicate the clinical finishing of the first half. 
 
The coaching team were delighted with the performance especially with the two props. 
Second row Courtness was drafted into the front row and was outstanding along with his 
fellow prop Pearce playing in his first age group game. 
 
The boys have a well-deserved break for Easter and have an exciting last couple of weeks of 
the season with home games against Horsham, London Welsh and the little matter of a Siam 
Cup showdown with Guernsey. 
 
The final score Edenbridge 15 Jersey 30.  
 
Lead Coach Richard Lumborg travelled with the squad with assistant coach Elanco Kanag 
and Team Manager Jane Burns.  
 
The U13s would like to thank the M&Js main sponsor ORA, their squad sponsor KPMG & 
match shirt sponsor AFEX. 

 


